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TAXI FIRM
GRANTS AVAILABLE

• Claim up to 30% of the
overall project cost

•  Up to £20,000

• Available for any energy
efficiency	improvements

Funded byDelivered by

BEE Anglia is a three-year programme which will provide free support to at 
least 1,000 SMEs across Suffolk and Norfolk to become more energy efficient. 
It has been developed by Suffolk County Council, Groundwork, Nwes and Norfolk 
County Council and is part funded through the European Union European Regional 
Development Fund (ERDF).

Our dedicated advisors will be able to answer any queries about eligibility 
for the programme or potential grant projects.

Help your business to
CUT COSTS AND CUT CARBON

visit beeanglia.org or call 01473 350370

Without the grant funding from Bee Anglia I wouldn’t have been
able to purchase as many new vehicles all at once. knowing

that the vehicles are much more energy efficient, the fuel savings are 
immediate - it’s a win-win situation! All the BEE Anglia team are so 
helpful through the whole process, I would thoroughly recommend.
Mark J. Streeter, Managing Director, Courtesy Taxis, Norwich



Vehicle Purchase cost 5 Year Fuel cost Tax Total

Ford Mondeo £23,400 £24,000 
(diesel) 

Hyundai Ioniq £18,3751

  £11,000

£790 £48,190

£0   £29,375
(BEV - battery electric vehicle)

The energy efficiency hive for Norfolk & Suffolk businesses 
beeanglia.org or call 01473 350370

SUPPORT AVAILABLE
FOR TAXI FIRMS
Electric Vehicle technology has developed rapidly, and there's a rapidly 
expanding selection of fully electric models on the market including hatchbacks, 
saloons and vans.	New	battery	chemistries	have	resulted	in	ever	increasing	range	
which not only reduces costs but helps to improve local air quality.  We draw 
your attention	to	substantial	support	available	
to upgrade now to an EV. 

High mileage taxis can make substantial 
fuel savings by converting to an electric 
vehicle and with the BEE Anglia grant the upfront costs 
can be competitive with conventionally fueled vehicles.

With a typical taxi suitable EV costing £25-35,000, the BEE 
Anglia grant could save you between £7,500 and £10,500, 
reducing the upfront costs to you to just £17,500-£24,500. 

Fuel costs for an EV are much cheaper than 
the equivalent petrol or diesel costs - and can 
be as low as 1.5p per mile, and still just 6-8p 
per mile when rapid charging. This means a 
taxi doing 40,000 miles a year can easily save 
£2,500 on fuel costs alone!

£18,815 sa
ved

 by switching

to an EV

Business Energy Efficiency (BEE) Anglia has grant funding 
available to business in Suffolk and Norfolk towards 
implementing carbon reduction measures.

With up to 30% of the project costs available AND up to a 
maximum of £20,000 what are you waiting for?!
1 Includes savings from BEE Anglia grant

Still not convinced?  EVs also mean:
• Quieter & smoother journeys
• Less Pollution
• Enhanced Reputation
• Increased customer loyalty
• Lower maintenance costs
• Zero vehicle tax




